Who is the greatest?

Maya vs. Inca

Your quest for the answer

By Galina Tchourilova
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Two ancient civilizations...
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One from the Yucatan peninsula in Central America, another from the western stretch of South America...
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One barely lasted a century, another more than six centuries...
They spoke different languages, lived in different climates...
They grew different foods using different agricultural methods...
They venerated different gods...
And practiced human sacrifices...
Both had impressive architecture...
Both invented different types of arches...
Both were great astronomers...
One used the most precise calendar, another invented a unique record-keeping technique...
One culture developed the concept of zero, another built the most extensive road system at the time...
They both were great artists ...
Weavers...
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And musicians...
One worked with gold, the other preferred jade...
One of them created a fascinating ballgame …
Another built one of the seven wonders of the world...
Both had their time of glory...
And their time of decline...
Who is who?
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Do they still exist?
Do they remember their history?
Who do you think is the greatest?

Let the quest begin!
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